
COUNT ON A PARTNER THAT WILL SCALE WITH  
YOUR EVOLVING NEEDS
Go beyond benchmarks and enrich your database with  
FactSet’s robust content and powerful analytics. Leverage 
decades of financial data collection and management  
expertise with extensive access to hundreds of thousands  
of global benchmarks from over 100 vendors worldwide.  
Bring your analysis full circle with core datasets like 
fundamentals and estimates alongside unique content  
such as derived fixed-income analytics. FactSet delivers the 
expansion capabilities today’s competitive market demands.

Gain a comprehensive solution that will scale with your needs and optimize your data integration, from 
performance measurement and client reporting to supporting your compliance and risk workflows.

Solutions for Benchmark Data

ACCESS TIMELY, ACCURATE BENCHMARK DATA ACROSS  
ALL MAJOR ASSET CLASSES
With decades of experience integrating databases and a host 
of database engineers and quality assurance staff dedicated 
to ensuring timeliness and integrity, FactSet provides the 
highest quality data in the marketplace. Rest assured 
that information is accurate due to a series of checks and 
balances that takes place before and after data goes live and 
reaches your servers. Rely on FactSet’s automated revisions 
process to keep your data clean and benefit from the ability 
to request and integrate standard, blended, hedged, or 
custom benchmarks.
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SAVE TIME AND RESOURCES WITH A  
CONSOLIDATED SOLUTION
Rely on FactSet to manage the growing and complex  
world of index data for your firm. The Benchmark DataFeed 
allows you to outsource your data management and  
greatly reduce your operational costs. FactSet’s  
normalized format across vendors, combined with  
consistent symbology and a centralized contact for  
support, ensures a cost-effective solution that frees  
you to focus on the critical aspects of your business.

GAIN TRANSPARENCY AND CONTROL OF YOUR  
END-TO-END PROCESS
Improve the visibility and management of your  
day-to-day tasks with dynamic monitoring tools. 

•  Keep track of your production using our  
Benchmark DataFeed Health Monitor;  
a window into your everyday process

•  Simplify management information reporting  
with a dashboard that tracks the performance  
of your daily workflows across time, plus index  
and vendor data flows
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TAKE ADVANTAGE OF PROACTIVE SUPPORT  
AND REMEDIATION
As a FactSet client, you have access to unparalleled customer 
service with a global team that is staffed with subject-matter 
experts and technical specialists. Our follow-the-sun service 
model provides round-the-clock support, 365 days a year, 
to address everything from production issues and content 
questions to additions or modifications to your feed. To  
ensure a holistic customer experience, data monitoring  
and remediation services are deployed to track and resolve 
vendor delays or issues as soon as they appear. 

•  Leverage our Issue Tracker portal to file requests  
and share open tickets with colleagues that can  
follow along until resolution

•  Subscribe to FactSet Notify to get updates on production 
delays, data integrity issues, revision publications,  
and announcements about upcoming changes or  
enhancements to a database 

ENHANCE YOUR OFF-PLATFORM WORKFLOWS WITH  
FLEXIBLE DELIVERY OPTIONS
Choose from flexible delivery options to access FactSet’s  
fully managed and stored benchmark data through feeds,  
APIs, or various cloud-based infrastructures such as the 
Snowflake Data Marketplace. Harness the power of our unified 
hub-and-spoke model to integrate benchmark data with other 
FactSet DataFeeds. Cutting-edge technology ensures reliability 
and provides scalability that allows proprietary and third-party 
applications to seamlessly process global benchmark data. 
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